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happened to be visiting my mother, who is in her

mid-seventies, while reviewing Louise Aronson’s

Elderhood. In the aftermath of a dinner party my

mom hosted, her friends passed around a book

one of them had received as a gift, The Joys of
Getting Older. As the book went around the table each

person in succession glanced at the title, flipped

through a few pages, paused in bafflement, then

guffawed. The book’s pages were blank.

Louise Aronson, a geriatrician, might offer a

dissenting opinion here—though her book isn’t so

much a corrective to this notion as a careful sorting:

Yes, here are some things that inevitably suck about

getting old and here are some things that suck but,

hey, we could fix them.

In this indictment of the medical establishment

and US social policy that impacts the elderly,

Aronson turns to history, anthropology, literature,

and science to help readers understand the

evolution of our ageist culture, mapping out the

resulting harms she sees every day among her San

Francisco patients.  Along the way, Aronson calls on

thinkers ranging from Plato, Cicero, and Avicenna

to Donald Hall, Doris Lessing, and Vivian Gornick

to make sense, in a holistic way, of what it means to

grow old in America today.

She begins by tackling discrimination against

the elderly—in hospital ERs, in architectural

design, in transportation and, most importantly, in

our attitudes and interactions. Borrowing a page

from Simone de Beauvoir, Aronson describes this as

the “othering of old age.” She argues that because

“social identity is relational,” we spend our first

five decades thinking of ourselves as “the One” and

the elderly as “the Other” who are, of course, alien

and thus inferior to us. She quotes poet Donald

Hall who mulled over this as he grew older:

When we turn eighty, we understand that we

are extraterrestrial. If we forget for a moment

that we are old, we are reminded when we

try to stand up, or when we encounter

someone young, who appears to observe

green skin, extra heads and protuberances.

People’s response to our separateness can be

callous, can be goodhearted, and is always

condescending. 

The elderly are subject to the disassociation that

comes with this view because, here’s the twist,

unlike other forms of othering—racism, sexism,

xenophobia—we all become “the other.” What does

it do to our sense of self, to be old when we’ve

spent years internalizing the message: Young =

Good, Old = Bad? Aronson blames the Industrial

Era’s emphasis on productivity and efficiency for

hurtling us into hyper-drive here. Even with

restricted mobility the elderly had a role in agrarian

society; in this newer era, worth was measured in

dollars and cents, and “[o]ld age began to seem

‘less than’ compared with youth, and aging came to

be associated with decline and obsolescence.” 

M
eanwhile, on the inside, the elderly

experience age quite differently. A wry

Doris Lessing put it this way:

The great secret that all old people share, is

that you really haven’t changed in seventy or

eighty years. Your body changes, but you

don’t change at all. And that, of course,

causes great confusion.

Aronson zeroes in on this disconnect to explore our

cultural response to the elderly and to consider the

anti-aging propaganda so rife in our world. Picking

up where Naomi Wolf left off in her ‘90s riff on

women, beauty, and identity, The Beauty Myth,

Aronson considers anti-aging products and the

gendered assumptions we see in marketing. “Men

aim for ongoing sexual vigor and, among the

supremely wealthy and powerful, more time in

which to enjoy their money and power. Women

strive for beauty and all that feminine beauty

carries with it in our society—namely, visibility,

relevance, allure, and worth.” Nothing surprising

here but it’s tempting, in a schadenfreude, how-the-

mighty-have-fallen way, to consider white male

privilege in this context. After all, when it comes to

invisibility, women are used to going to a car

dealership where the salesman sees right through

her to address his pitch to hubby or boyfriend. For

aging white men, being invisible must feel, well,

unmanly. Still, Aronson points out, “[t]he

devaluing of old people is ubiquitous and

unquestioned, a great unifier across the usual

divides of class, race, geography, and even age.” 

This matters in general, of course, but in

medicine the consequences are cruel and often life-

threatening, Aronson says. She goes on to scrutinize

everything from medical training and drug studies

to insurance claims and health systems. She points

out that researchers typically exclude the elderly

from drug trials and other studies, as they once did

women. For example, osteoporosis is mostly a

disease of the elderly. And yet Aronson looked at all

the “randomized control trials on the management

of osteoporosis entered in the rigorous Cochrane

Library Database [and] found that the mean age of

participants was sixty-four.” The mean age for the

disease is eighty-five. “A quarter of all trials

excluded patients on the basis of age,” she says.

“This is like studying menopause in a thirty-year-

old woman.” 

Worse, doctors and EMTs often lack medical

training for treating the elderly. Aronson describes

her own med school experience where scant

attention was paid to geriatrics. The way training

and rotations were organized emphasized

individual organs. “[W]e have organ and disease

specialists, and they form professional groups and

societies that produce guidelines about the care of

their organ and disease,” she says, but those diseases

don’t happen in isolation among the elderly who

typically are taking multiple medications to treat

multiple issues. Pointing out that geriatrics wasn’t

even a specialty until the ‘70s—compared to

pediatrics which arrived on the scene with the first

professional organizations in the late 1800s—

Aronson says that the study of aging was slow to

gain credence. “Heart disease is sexy. Cancer is sexy.

All things procedural are sexy. Aging is not sexy.”

Insomnia, arthritis, incontinence, falls, dementia—

and combinations of the above—aren’t quickly

treated with a surgeon’s knife. Geriatrics means
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spending time with patients to manage multiple

drugs and assessing mobility issues, mood

disorders, and home health needs. Aronson believes

that the paucity of good geriatric care and

“medicine’s sexiness hierarchy deprives millions of

Americans of healthier, fully engaged lives.”

She holds herself culpable, as well, noting that

when she graduated from medical school in 1992,

she and her classmates considered themselves

enlightened as they “lobbied for better care of

underserved and vulnerable people and more

attention to women’s and LGBT health.” Still, “it

never occurred to us that we might be leaving out

an entire social group.”

But when it comes to improving care and quality

of life for the elderly, well-intentioned doctors

smack right into the health care system’s profit-

driven bureaucratic behemoth. “Our health system

penalizes hospitals if they don’t fix people and

quickly send them home, designates just fifteen to

twenty minutes for clinic appointments, and

doesn’t provide most nursing facility staff with the

time, training, or both to help people in ways

appropriate to their life stage,” Aronson says. “This

sets up a vicious circle, as age-blind systems lead to

bad outcomes for old people, which in turn

reinforce people’s sense that they are not worth

treating.”

She bemoans our strictly medical approach to

care that “leaves out or limits services and

treatments for many of the conditions that make old

age most challenging.” One of her pet peeves is

house calls. Pointing out that four to six million

Americans are homebound and that they

disproportionately show up in for costly emergency

room visits and are 57 percent more likely to

require hospital admission, she wonders why

health systems don’t implement house calls. It

makes monetary sense since “the cost of one

emergency visit equals the cost of ten house calls.”

People complain that it is so expensive to treat

the elderly, Aronson says, “and then set up [health

systems] tailored to the young and middle-aged.” It

is easier for an old person to get a doctor ’s

appointment than a home-health aide or a social

“People complain that it is so expensive to treat the elderly,
Aronson says, “and then set up [health systems] 

tailored to the young and middle-aged.”

Louise Aronson
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oth Rachel DeWoskin’s Banshee and Christina

Milletti’s Choke Box are interior monologues—

detailed expositions of a limited period in the

lives of the women who narrate them. They

are novels, but both books carry the scent of

lived experience, and both employ a gripping voice

to make themselves heard. Both the women who

narrate the books have reached the end of a certain

length of rope (although the reasons couldn’t be

more different); both are white and in their early for-

ties; both are sleepwalking through marriages to (to

varying degrees) mediocre men; and both are de-

voted mothers. Both books are immediate, devilishly

funny, and addictive. And both are flawed in notice-

able ways that (thankfully) do not derail the reading

experience. 

Samantha Baxter, the narrator of Banshee, has

found a lump in her breast that necessitates a double

mastectomy in three weeks’ time, just before Thanks-

giving. Her life unravels, externally and internally,

over the course of the novel, which closes as she slips

under anesthesia for the procedure. The back cover

copy points out that, in her unraveling, Sam has

merely started to act like a man: she sleeps with one

of her (of-age, consenting) students, she stops bother-

ing to keep her husband comfortable, she speaks out

at faculty meetings, she laughs at bad poetry being

workshopped in her class. This motivation is just

below the water line of subtext in the reading experi-

ence. Sam’s aberrant behavior, including alphabetiz-

ing her condiments in the middle of the night and

going out naked in a Midwestern November, clearly

demonstrates that the cancer has messed with her

head. But her more aggressive behavior doesn’t al-

ways read as intentionally acting like a man. It seems

part of whatever internally urges her to tear her life

apart, rather than a move toward the carelessness that

men enjoy. 

worker who might keep them healthier, happier,

and self-sufficient. Doctors are punished for taking

the time needed to get a more holistic view of their

patients and their quality of life. Ironically, she

writes that “[r]epercussions to clinicians for

tackling this sort of patient complexity include

diminished productivity scores, low quality of care

ratings, longer work hours, and decreased clinical

revenue. The game is rigged.”

Insisting that the “line between medical and

social care is created by politics, not biology,” she

compares Europe to the US. Most European

countries provide hearing aids, glasses, walkers,

and dentures under their healthcare plans. The US

deems them “non-medical,” meaning most elderly

citizens have to cough up huge amounts or do

without. (A 2017 Consumer Reports survey revealed

that 71 percent of Americans needing hearing aids

delayed purchase for more than two years due to

cost and while the average out-of-pocket cost was

$2,710, 16 percent paid more than $5000.) Declining

to provide these devices to those who need them to

see, hear, walk, and chew is a political decision we

make as a society.

To return to that book on the joys of aging, full of

empty pages, Aronson would argue that there are

“well-known positives of our third act beyond not

being dead.” Among them: “A satisfaction with the

self as is. A lesser striving for external validation.

Newfound freedoms. A clearer sense of what

matters.” 

The question is, what will we choose to do as a

society to amplify the positives of old age? Aronson

believes the answer is simple: “There are two paths

we can take that would be transformative in the near

future: Justice in policy and kindness of attitude.” 

Karen Houppert is the Associate Director of the

MA in Writing Program at Johns Hopkins

University, a freelance journalist, and the author of

The Curse: Confronting the Last Unmentionable Taboo.
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